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Abstract: This paper presents the problem of floorplanning with multiple clock domains and the 
corresponding algorithms based on simulated annealing algorithm and sequence pair representation. The 
main contribution of this algorithm is to solve the floorplanning problem with multiple clock domains 
without increasing the complexity. Experimental results show that good results can be obtained for the 
floorplanning with multiple clock domains. 
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NOMENCLATURE 
*Parameter: 
N  : number of blocks 

iN  : number of blocks in clock domain i  

K  : number of clock domains 

ih  : the height of module i  

iw  : the width of module i  

ia  : the area of module i  

)(ib : the ith block 

))(( ibC : the clock domain of block )(ib  

iτ   : the aspect ratio of block i  
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ijb  : the jth block in clock domain i  

iclock : The ith  clock domain 

node(i) : The ith  clock domain in the 

constraint graph of clock domains 
V : node set in the constraint graph of clock 
domains 
X : the first sequence of the sequence pair 
Y : the second sequence of the sequence pair 

1 Introduction 
Floorplanning is a key research point in recent 
years and most of the work is focused on the 
aspects of area minimization, total wire length 
minimization and minimization of the timing 
delay of the critical path. With the development 
of VLSI technology, more and more circuits of 
different clocks are integrated into one chip. So, a 
chip with several or even more clocks is 
becoming common. Therefore, it is necessary to 
study the floorplanning with multiple clock 
domains . 
 

2 Preliminaries 
2.1 Problem Formulation of the Traditional 
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Floorplanning 

Let },...,,{ 21 NbbbB = be a set of n rectangular 

modules. Bbi ∈  is associated with a three 

tuple },,{ iii awh , where ii wh , and ia denote the 

width, height, and area of ib respectively. The 

aspect ratio of Bbi ∈ denoted by iii wh /=τ  

varies from min,iτ to max,iτ . A floorplanning is an 

assignment of rectangular modules with the 
coordinates of their bottom-left corners being 

assigned to ),( ii yx ’s so that there are no 

overlaps between any two modules overlap 

with max,min, iii τττ ≤≤ . The object of 

placement/floorplanning is to minimize a 
specified cost metric such as the area of the chip, 
the total wire length and the combination of both 
area and total wire length. 
2.2 Sequence pair[1] 

In this paper, sequence pair is adopted. A 
sequence pair is a pair of combinations of module 
names. It represents the relationship between any 
two modules a  and b  as follows: 
 If a is ahead of b  in both sequences, 

module b is on the right of module a . The 
corresponding sequence pair is 

...)...... ...,...( baba . 

 If a is ahead of b in the first sequence 
while behind b in the second sequence, 
module a is above module b . The 
corresponding sequence pair is 

...)...... ...,...( abba . 

With the sequence pair, we apply the following 

seven operations to perturb the solution space. 
Rotation: Rotate a module. 
Swap blocks: Swap two blocks in X. 
Swap blocks: Swap two blocks in Y. 
Swap blocks: Swap two blocks in both X and Y. 
Swap clock domains: Swap all blocks of two 
clock domains in X. 
Swap clock domains: Swap all blocks of two 
clock domains in Y. 
Swap clock domains: Swap all blocks of two 
clock domains in X and Y. 
 

3 Floorplanning with multiple clock 

domains 
For a system with multiple clock domains, its 
floorplanning is more complex than that of a 
system with only one. Relationships of blocks 
within the same clock domain and among 
different clock domains must be considered 
simultaneously. Usually, blocks within the same 
clock domain should be placed together and 
blocks of different clock domains should be 
placed according to the number of nets connected 
between them. In order to represent the 
relationship of blocks of a system with multiple 
clock domains, several cases are given below. 

Given a sequence pair ),( YX and two clock 

domains },...,,{ i2i1ii mclcok bbbD = and 

},...,,{ j1j0jj nclock BBbD = . It is assumed that each 

macro block has only one clock. , 

i.e. φ=∩
ji clockclock DD  and 

nmDD clockclock +=∪ ||
ji

 are true. 

It is also assumed that the sequence pair of 
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ji clockclock DD ∪ is 

...)............ ...,.........(...)Y,X( jjjiii 2121 nm jjjiii bbbbbb= , 

The subsequence pair that only includes the 

blocks of 
ji clockclock DD ∪  

is )......(),( 111000
''

2121 nm jjjiii bbbbbbYX = . We 

define the position of )(ib in 'X and 'Y as 

iibp
X

=))(('  and iDp iY
=)(' respectively. 

With the assumption above, the following 
inadmissible cases can be obtained. 
Case 1: 

If iclockilik Dbb ∈∃ , ( ||,0
iclockDlk ≤<∀ )

)()( '' ikYikX
bpbp ≤  and )()( '' ilYilX

bpbp ≤  

are true, 

||0
jj clockclockjm DmDb ≤<∈∃  











>
<
>
<

)()(
)()(
)()(
)()(

''

''

''

''

jmYilY

jmYikY

jmXilX

jmXikX

bpbp
bpbp
bpbp
bpbp

 

are true 
 
Case 2 

if iclockilik Dbb ∈∃ , ( ||,0
iclockDlk ≤<∀ )

)()( '' ikYikX
bpbp ≤  and  

)()( '' ilYilX
bpbp ≤  are true, 

||0
jj clockclockjm DmDb ≤<∈∃  











<
>
>
<

)()(
)()(
)()(
)()(

''

''

''

''

jmYilY

jmYikY

jmXilX

jmXikX

bpbp
bpbp
bpbp
bpbp

 

are true. 
Case 1 and case 2 are not admissible. 

1ib2ib
1jb2jb 1kb 2kb

 
Figure 1: example of case 1 

1ib

2ib

1jb

2jb

1kb

2kb

 
Figure 2: example of case 2 

Definition 1: a floorplanning with multiple clock 
domains is admissible iff there are no case 1 and 
case 2 in it. 
In order to identify the cases that are not 
admissible, we introduce the horizontal and 
vertical constraint graphs of clock domains. 
Definition: Horizontal constraint graph of clock 
domains:  

If a block of jclock is to the left of a block 

of kclock , there exists a directed edge from 

)( jnode  to )(knode . 
Definition: Vertical constraint graph of clock 
domains: 
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If a block of kclock is above a block of jclock , 

there exists a directed edge from )( jnode  

to )(knode . 

)(inode )( jnode

)(knode

)(inode )( jnode

)(knode

 
         (a)                 (b) 

(a) Horizontal constraint graph 
(b) Vertical constraint graph 

Figure 3: the constraint graphs of figure 1 

)(inode )( jnode

)(knode

)(inode )( jnode

)(knode

 
         (a)                 (b) 

(a) Horizontal constraint graph 
(b) Vertical constraint graph 

Figure 4: the constraint graphs of figure 2 
Theorem 1: A floorplanning with multiple clock 
domains is admissible iff there are no circles in 
its horizontal and vertical constraint graph of 
clock domains. 
Proof: 
First we prove that there are no circles in the 
horizontal and vertical constraint graph of an 
admissible floorplanning. 
Proof: 
For a floorplanning with K clock domains, if it is 
assumed that there is a circle in the horizontal 
constraint graph of an admissible floorplanning 

and the circle is from )1(node to 

)2(node to )(... nnode , finally back to 

)1(node without loss of generality. 

According to the definition of constraint graph, 
the following formula can be obtained. 

11 clockb i ∈∃ 22 clockb j ∈  





<
<

)()(
)()(

21

21

''

''

jYiY

jXiX

bpbp
bpbp

              (1) 

22 clockb k ∈∃ 23 clockb l ∈  





<
<

)()(
)()(

32

32

''

''

lYkY

lXkX

bpbp
bpbp

              (2) 

Because it is assumed that the floorplanning is 
admissible, the following can be obtained. 

11 clockb i ∈∀ 22 clockb j ∈  





<
<

)()(
)()(

21

21

''

''

jYiY

jXiX

bpbp
bpbp

              (3) 

22 clockb k ∈∀ 23 clockb l ∈∀  





<
<

)()(
)()(

32

32

''
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lYkY

lXkX

bpbp
bpbp

              (4) 

Similarly iik clockb ∈∀ 1)1( ++ ∈∀ ili clockb  

( ni <≤1 ) 





<
<

+

+

)()(
)()(

)1(
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''
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liYikY

liXikX
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            (5) 

According to (5), (6) can be obtained. 

11 clockb i ∈∀ 2clockbnj ∈  





<
<

)()(
)()(

''

''

1

1

njYiY

njXiX

bpbp
bpbp

              (6) 

According the assumption, there is a directed 
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edge from )(nnode  to )1(node , so 

11 clockb i ∈∃ 2clockbnj ∈  





>
>

)()(
)()(

''

''

1

1

njYiY

njXiX

bpbp
bpbp

             (7) 

Since there is a contradiction ((6) and (7)), 
therefore the assumption is rejected and there are 
no circles in the horizontal and vertical constraint 
graphs of an admissible floorplanning. 
The proof that a floorplanning is admissible if 
there is no circle in its horizontal and vertical 
constraint graphs of clock domains can be 
obtained from the definition of the admissible 
floorplanning in this paper. 
The algorithm to convert an inadmissible 
floorplanning to an admissible one is given 
below. 
Algorithm I  
 While V is not empty{ 

 For 1=i  to N 
   Calculate the in-degree and out-degree in 

both horizontal and vertical constraint 
graph 

   Find min in-degree inmin  and min 

out-degree outmin  

   If( 0min =in ) or 0min =out  

Remove the corresponding node  
 Else 

    Find the node v with max-degree 
    Extract blocks of the corresponding clock 

domain and put them to the last of sequences 
with the relative position in this clock 
domain unchanged 

   End for 
} 
From theorem 1, it is clear that the process to 

transform the constraint graphs with circles to 
ones without circles is the process to transform 
inadmissible floorplannings to admissible ones.  
Another method is to avoid inadmissible 
placement from the beginning. Details of the 
method are given below. 
Algorithm II 
begin 
Let both of the initial sequences of X  and 
Y be 

)...,b,b,...,bb
,...,,b,b,...,b,b(bYX

KNK,KKN

Ninitialinitial

2122

2221111211==
Let 

)()( iXib initial=  

Produce two random integers elem1and elem2  

between )N,0[ .i.e. Nelem2,elem10 <≤ . 

If( ratiochangerand _)1,0( < ) 

 TENT-CHANGE( 1elemh 1elemw ) 

If ( ratiorotaterand _)1,0( < ) 

TENT-ROTATE )1(elemb  

Else if  ( ratioswaprand _)1,0( < ) 

If ))2(())1(( elembclockelembclock =  

TENT-EXCHGE )2(),1( elembelemb in X or 

Y or both X and Y according to FAST-SP[4]. 
Else  

  TENT-EXCHGE(C(b(elem1)),C(b(elem2))). 

)cost(place-lace)cost(new_p∆cost =  

if ( 0∆cost > ) 

placenewplace _=  
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else if( Tterand /cos)1,0( ∆−> ) 

placenewplace _=  

1+= timestimes  od 
 
 od 
soft block adjustment 

end 
In this paper, algorithm II is adopted. 
The construction method[6].is adopted for the 
adjustment of width and height of each soft block, 
i.e. there are 11 candidate widths and heights for 
each soft block. Each candidate width is calculate 
as follows: 

iii aw τ/1 =  

iiiii aaw ττ /1.0/9.02 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /2.0/8.03 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /3.0/7.04 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /4.0/6.05 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /5.0/5.06 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /6.0/4.07 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /7.0/3.08 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /8.0/2.09 ⋅+⋅=  

iiiii aaw ττ /9.0/1.010 ⋅+⋅=  

iii aw τ/11 =                       (8) 

The candidate height corresponding to each 
candidate width is calculate as 

ijiji wah /, =   ( 10 ≤< j )            (9) 

 

4 Experimental Results 
Based on the algorithm II, we implement our 
algorithm in c++ language in a 3.8G Dell PC with 
1G bytes memory. 
We test our algorithm by ami49 and a big 
benchmark test196 which is generated from four 
ami49s. The information of the benchmark is 

shown in table 1.. For each block, 333.0 ≤≤ iτ  

The number of iteration times in each 
temperature is 400. The cost function is 

)(cos)1()(cos 11 wiretareat λλ −+ Experiment 

results are shown in table 2 and figure 5 and 6.  
Table 1: 
circuit Number 

of 
blocks

Number 
of clocks 

Total area of all 
blocks 

ami49 49 5 35.45 
Test196 196 10 141.8 

 

Figure 5 Floorplanning result of ami49 ( 11 =λ ) 
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Figure 6: Floorplanning result of test196 ( 11 =λ ) 

In figure 5 and 6, different clock domains are 
represented by different colors. 
Experiment results show that blocks within the 
same clock domain are placed together and 
blocks of different clock domains are divided 
clearly by the algorithm in this paper. 
 
5 Conclusion 
This paper presents the problem of the 
floorplanning with multiple clock domains and 
the corresponding algorithms. The motivation of 
this work was that more and more clock domains 
exist in an SOC. Experimental results show that 
we can get reasonable results by the algorithm. 
In the experiment, ten clock domains were 
packed efficiently in a reasonable time. With the 
development of new VLSI technologies, more 
and more clocks domains will appear in a single 
chip. Therefore, our algorithm will be more 
significant than before. 
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Table 2: 

area(mm2) / total wire length(mm) 

11 =λ  5.01 =λ  circuits 

best average best (area) average 
ami49 36.58/1493.06 37.38/1471.105 38.10/755.91 39.02/849.72 

Test196 150.28/9004.22 155.07/9544.16 158.99/5921.901 168.49/5541.84 
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